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Ooh ooh yeah yea hey hey heeey oh

Do you know why I do it 
cause I don't understand it 
you say you can't 
explain it well I cannot comprahan 
it this is me that is you well I 
won't you to know that me and 
you are through

You lied, you cheat don't fake 
it you know that I won't take it 
so I will have to leave her 
unless I catch me amnesia.

I will see how it would be you 
can't confuse me cause I will 
always see this is me that 
is you well I want you to 
know that me and you are through

You lied you cheat don't 
fake it 
you know that I won't take it 
so I will have to leave her 
unless I catch upon a slack of amnesia

This is my story that I once 
told I knew my life would be 
boring but I stayed 
full of gold I did not 
let you control me so you or 
I have to leave I don't need 
her but I will stay unless I get amnesia

You lied you lied you cheat 
you cheat don't fake it you 
know you know that I 
that i will not take it so I 
so i will have to leave her 
leave her unless I catch me 
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amnesia amnesia you 
lied you lied you cheat don't 
fake it don't fake it you 
know you know that I that i 
won't take it so I so i will 
have have to leave 
her unless I get amnesia

This is my story that I once 
told I knew my life would 
be boring but I stayed full of 
gold I did not let you control 
me so you or I have to leave I 
don't need her but I will 
stay unless I have amnesia

Ooh ohh yeah yea hey hey heeeeyy ohhh
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